NEW ACQUISITIONS & HIGHLIGHTS
February 2005

A - REFERENCE BOOKS

Docno : 6928
KOST, I. L.
International criminal justice : selective bibliography = La justice pénale internationale : bibliographie sélective
CallNo : 04A022

B - LAW IN GENERAL

Docno : 6977
STÜRNER, Rolf
Procédure civile et culture juridique
In: Revue internationale de droit comparé, vol. 56, no. 4, oct.- déc. 2004 : pp. 797-824
CallNo : P-RIDC

C - INTERNATIONAL LAW

Docno : 6970
NAGAN, Winston P.; HAMMER, Craig
The changing character of sovereignty in international law and international relations
CallNo : P-CJTL

Docno : 6975
MALLET-BRICOUT, Blandine
Libres propos sur l'efficacité des systèmes de droit civil
In: Revue internationale de droit comparé, vol. 56, no. 4, oct.- déc. 2004 : pp. 865-888
CallNo : P-RIDC

D - LAW - INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW

Docno : 7094
KAMARA, Mactar
Le Statut de Rome de la Cour pénale internationale (17 juillet 1998) et la répression des crimes de droit international
In: Revue internationale de droit africain EDJA, no.62, juil.- août - sept. 2004 : pp. 19-60
CallNo : P-RIDA

Docno : 7038
DANNER, Allison Marston; MARTINEZ, Jenny S.
Guilty associations : joint criminal enterprise, command responsibility and the development of international law
CallNo : 05P

Docno : 7042
The Princeton principles on universal jurisdiction
Notes: Preface by Stephen Macedo
CallNo : 05P

E - INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNAL FOR RWANDA

Docno : 5007
MUBIALA, Mutoy
Le Tribunal pénal international pour le Rwanda : vraie ou fausse copie du Tribunal pénal international pour l’ex-Yougoslavie?
Notes: Articles from the Internet
CallNo : 02P
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docno</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6895</td>
<td>LUDERS, Barbara</td>
<td>L'incrimination de génocide dans la jurisprudence des tribunaux pénaux internationaux pour l'ex-Yougoslavie et le Rwanda In: La justice pénale internationale : entre passé et avenir .-Milan : Dott. A. Giuffrè Editore ; Dalloz, 2003 : pp. 223-257 CallNo : 04EC008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6826</td>
<td>HEMPTINNE, Jerôme de</td>
<td>Regard sur les principales évolutions du règlement de procédure et de preuve du TPIY In: La répression internationale du génocide rwandais. - Bruxelles : Bruylant, 2003 : pp. 201-209 CallNo : 04FB001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5780</td>
<td>KLIP, Andre; MACKAREL, Mark</td>
<td>The Lockerbie trial : a Scottish court in the Netherlands In: Revue internationale de droit pénal, vol. 70, no. 3-4, 1999 : pp. 777-819 CallNo : 05P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
K - MUNICIPAL LAW AND COMPARATIVE LAW

Docno : 7040
Canada. Parliament of Canada
(Second Session, thirty-sixth Parliament)
Full text available at: http://www.parl.gc.ca
Notes: An act respecting genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes and to implement the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, and to make consequential amendments to other Acts
CallNo : 05P

Docno : 7083
LEVIE, Joseph
Hearsay and conspiracy : a reexamination of the co-conspirator's exception to the hearsay rule
In: Michigan Law Review, vo. 52, no. 8, June 1954 : pp. 1159-1177
CallNo : 05P.

N - HUMANITARIAN LAW

Docno : 7161
MEISENBERG, Simon M.
Legality of amnesties in international humanitarian law: the Lomé amnesty decision of the Special Court for Sierra Leone
CallNo : P-IRRC

Docno : 7189
HEINTZE, Hans-Joachim
On the relationship between human rights law protection and international humanitarian law
CallNo : P-IRRC

M - CRIMINAL LAW AND CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

Docno : 6973
YOTOPOULOS-MARANGOPOULOS, Alice
Politique (anti-)criminelle et droits de l'homme. Une théorie générale et quelques défis particuliers
CallNo : P-AIC

Docno : 6974
MORÓN-LERMA, Esther
Derecho penal y nuevas tecnologías: panorama actual y perspectivas futuras
CallNo : P-AIC

Docno : 7082
WHILZMAN, Stephen
Proof of conspiracy: the co-conspirator’s exception to the hearsay rule
CallNo : 05P

Docno : 7081
KLEIN, Solomon
Conspiracy: the prosecutor’s darling
CallNo : 04P

Docno : 7083
LEVIE, Joseph
Hearsay and conspiracy: a reexamination of the co-conspirator’s exception to the hearsay rule
CallNo : 05P.

P - ARMED CONFLICTS

Docno : 6967
KRÄHENBÜHL, Pierre
The ICRC’s approach to contemporary security challenges: a future for independent and neutral humanitarian action
Full text available at: Lexis / Westlaw
CallNo : P-IRRC

Docno : 6972
SCHWEIZER, Beat
Moral dilemmas for humanitarianism in the era of “humanitarian” military interventions
Full text available at: Lexis / Westlaw
CallNo : P-IRRC
Docno : 6982
BERMAN, Nathaniel
Privileging combat? : contemporary conflict and the legal construction of war
CallNo : P-CJTL

Docno : 7095
NANTULYA, Paul; DE KLERK, Britt
Sudan : the challenge of Darfur
In: Conflict Trends, no. 3, 2004 : pp. 52-55
CallNo : P-CT

R - HUMAN RIGHTS, MINORITIES AND REFUGEES

Docno : 6960
Côte d'Ivoire : human rights violations in Abidjan during an opposition demonstration - March 2004
Full text available at: www.hrw.org
CallNo : 05RB001

Docno : 6961
Human Rights Watch World Report 2005 : events of 2004
Full text available at: www.hrw.org
CallNo : 04RA014

Docno : 6966
PEDERSEN, Morten Peschardt
Territorial jurisdiction in Article 1 of the European Convention on Human Rights
Full text available at: Lexis / Westlaw
CallNo : P-NJIL

Docno : 6978
SAILLANT, Elodie
Conseil constitutionnel, Cour européenne des Droits de l'Homme et protection des droits et libertés : sur la prétendue rivalité de systèmes complémentaires
In: Revue du droit public, vol. 120, no. 6, nov. - déc. 2004 : pp. 1485-1546
CallNo : P-RDPS

Docno : 7060
ENGSTRÖM, Viljam
Who is responsible for corporate human rights violations?
Abo (Finland) : Abo Akademi University. Institute for Human Rights, 2002.- xvi, 52 p.
CallNo : 05P

Docno : 7092
MORRIS, Madeline H.
Accountability for international crime and serious violations of fundamental human rights : international guidelines against impunity : facilitating accountability
In: Law and Contemporary Problems, no. 59, Fall 1996 : pp. 29-39
CallNo : 05P

S - WAR CRIMES AND GENOCIDE

Docno : 6962
Justice at risk : war crimes trials in Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Serbia and Montenegro
Full text available at: www.hrw.org
CallNo : 05GB001

Docno : 6965
DADRIAN, Vahakn N.
Patterns of twentieth century genocides : the Armenian, Jewish and Rwandan cases
CallNo : P-JGR

Docno : 6969
CANESTARO, Nathan A.
"Small wars" and the law : options for prosecuting the insurgents in Iraq
In: Columbia Journal of Transnational Law, vol. 43, no. 1, 2004 : pp. 73-140
CallNo : P-CJTL
Le concept de crime contre l'humanité : hier, aujourd'hui et demain
CallNo : 05P

U - RWANDA, GREAT LAKES REGION AND OTHER COUNTRIES

Rwanda : the crisis continues
(Human Rights Watch / Africa and FIDH : vol.7, no.1)
CallNo : 04P

International Commission of Inquiry on Darfur
CallNo : 05UD002

VULPIAN, Laure de
Rwanda : un génocide oublié?
CallNo : 05UA002 CD

Development ideology, the peasantry and genocide : Rwanda represented in Habyarimana’s speeches
(GSP Working Paper No. 13)
Full text available at: www.yale.edu/gsp/publications/Rwanda.pdf
CallNo : 05P

Y - OTHER SUBJECTS

Faire carrière dans l'informatique
[Val-de-France] : L'Atelier de l'Archer, 2000.- Various pagings
(Métiers et compétences)
CallNo : 04Y037

HARDANCOURT, Anatole d’
Word 2000 : mode d’emploi
(Mode d'emploi : l'instantané micro)
CallNo : 04Y038
This year’s Spring Meeting will feature the First Annual “Rule of Law Day” on Wednesday, April 13. This will be a high-profile discussion of rule of law and democracy in the world, trends in foreign assistance (public and private) and activities of the American Bar Association. It will feature speakers from Congress, and top executives from international and financial institutions, the Bretton Woods Committee and the private sector, culminating with a reception at the Supreme Court, hosted by Justice Sandra Day O’Connor. This emphasis reflects the Section’s and ABA’s Commitment to Goal VIII – “To Advance the Rule of Law in the World.” Throughout the conference, a “Rule of Law” track provides additional programming on hot topics in law and international development. On Thursday afternoon, a “Practitioners’ Roundtable” will discuss ways in which Section members can volunteer for international pro bono opportunities, and new efforts toward knowledge management and networking for past, present and future volunteers.

SHOWCASE PROGRAMS:
* International Litigation: A User’s Manual
* Nuclear Weapons, Our Security and the Law
* The IJC’s Advisory Competence and the Palestinian-Israeli Conflict: Legality of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory
* World Agricultural Trade – Rules, Commitments and the Future: With a Special Focus on U.S.–China Trade Relations
* Business Opportunities & Challenges in China Today
* Economic Sanctions in the 21st Century
* Reforming the UN Human Rights Commission

**Cross Border Crime. Defence Rights in a new era of international judicial co-operation**

Friday 15 April 2005
Church House, Great Smith Street, Westminster, London SW1, UK

Organised with Sweet & Maxwell

A one-day conference assessing the new UK / EU / US extradition and mutual assistance regimes:
How is the Eurowarrant working in practice?
What are the new instruments that will follow in its wake?
Are concerns about the new UK-US Extradition Treaty justified?
Can defence rights be protected under these new arrangements?

Crime crosses borders - but is justice being turned back at the frontier? The past 2 years have seen fundamental changes in the UK’s response to trans-national crime. In Europe, a programme of ‘mutual recognition’ in criminal matters has spawned the European Arrest Warrant. More developments are imminent. Across the Atlantic, a controversial new extradition treaty - agreed without parliamentary scrutiny - has traded traditional safeguards for procedural efficiency. These changes are happening in a context - EU enlargement, the war on terror and the ever-easier movement of people, goods, information, money and ideas - which means that international responses to crime are inevitable. But are essential human rights principles and crucial procedural safeguards for suspects being discarded?

Fundamental issues of politics, principle and practice are involved. This conference brings together leading experts to review the latest developments, highlight concerns and propose solutions.

For further information, contact Sweet & Maxwell on 020 7393 7859 or conferences@sweetandmaxwell.co.uk
A New subscription in the Library:

Journal of International Criminal Justice (JICJ)

JICJ aims to promote a profound collective reflection on the new problems facing international law. Established by a group of distinguished criminal lawyers and international lawyers, JICJ addresses the major problems of justice from the angle of law, jurisprudence, criminology, penal philosophy, and the history of international judicial institutions. It is intended for graduate and post-graduate students, practitioners, academics, government officials, as well as the hundreds of people working for international criminal courts.

HINT OF THE MONTH

Did you know that.....
you can access the Oxford English Dictionary online.

As a user of ICTR Library, all you have to do is just visit:

http://www.oed.com

The new Oxford English Dictionary Online, available from March 2000, provides unparalleled access to the wealth of material contained in the acclaimed 20-volume Second Edition of the Oxford English Dictionary and the 3 volumes of Additions. Online publication also enables the "treasure house" of the English language to move with the times as never before possible.

For the first time since it was completed in 1928, the OED is being completely revised - every word and every sense is being fully updated to take account of the latest changes in language and scholarship. New material from the £34 million revision programme which began in 1990 will be released quarterly, offering online subscribers a unique opportunity to chart the course of the English language as soon as the lexicographical analysis is available.

* Search the equivalent of 23 volumes of information with speed and ease
* Find a term when you know the meaning but have forgotten the word
* Find words that have come into English via a particular language
* Search for quotations from a specified year
* Search for all quotations from a particular author and/or work
* Display entries according to your needs - for the first time you can turn pronunciation, etymologies, variant spellings, and quotations on and off
* Gain unique online access to at least 1,000 new and revised words each quarter
* Compare revised entries with entries from the Second Edition to see how language has changed and how new scholarship has increased understanding of our linguistic and cultural heritage

To reserve a book, make a research or obtain a copy of an article, contact the ICTR Library at:
ext. 5255 (from ICTR offices) or +255 27 2565255. e-mail: ictrlib@un.org